
minus 

mi·nus   \ˈmī-nəs\ 

 

preposition 

1. less by the subtraction of; decreased by. 

2. lacking or without. 

 

adjective 

3. involving or noting subtraction. 

4. algebraically negative. 

5. less than; just below in quality. 

6. Informal. having negative qualities or characteristics; inferior. 

7. Mycology. (in heterothallic fungi) designating, in the absence of morphological differentiation, one of the 

two strains of mycelia that unite in the sexual process. 

 

noun 

8. minus sign. 
9. a minus quantity. 

10. a deficiency or loss. 

11. Informal. a person or thing with no apparent abilities, usefulness, etc. 

 

 

Six songs. Nine singers. Three guitarists. Two drummers. One bassist. KRAKOW is back with a 

new album, summarized in title as minus. The result of laborious and intense work over the course 

of a year, with two and a half albums' worth of music chiselled down to one perfected collection of 

songs, the band is finally ready to release their upcoming album, due out on Karisma Records 31 

August, 2018. 

 

Formed in 2005, initially aiming to explore their own take on stoner rock, KRAKOW quickly grew 

more ambitious and started experimenting with their sound and their song writing. First album 

Monolith, recorded after coming off a two month tour supporting Enslaved, showed the first signs 

of a band not willing to compromise on anything when it comes to their music. But it was with 

follow-up diin, released in 2012, that the band found their sound for real. During this period they 

continued to tour, hitting the European roads with bands like Virus, Vreid, Secrets Of The Moon, 

Enslaved and Kampfar and growing yet more as a unit. 

 

However, the period leading up to the double release of amaran and genesis, all recorded in the 

same sessions but released a few months apart, was a more strenuous one. Massive changes in band 

members’ personal lives caused the creative process to be more fragmented and led to an album and 
an EP which explored even vaster distances musically than before. The aftermath was much like the 

build up, and turmoil did play a part, but there was also a large amount of growth, and two 

successful European stints supporting Arcturus and Taake, as well as several lauded festival 

performances. One of these was filmed for the live release alive, a show at the Blastfest festival in 

Bergen. Incorporating long-time collaborator Iver Sandøy and diin drummer Cato Olaisen, the show 

displays one of the many ways a Krakow show may take shape.  

 

Thus we come to this album, minus, the result of many challenges and the way those obstacles can 

become tools to express freely the music and the stories that lie within this collection of musicians. 

 

With themes spanning from outer space to the hidden worlds deep below, travelling in time from 

distant future to nearer past like an inverted space odyssey, we are taken on a journey where “we all 
become stories”, in ways as much a reflection of those we tell as a revelation of those we won't. 

http://www.dictionary.com/browse/minus-sign


 

Stunning visually, a complete physical design inspired by the music and defined by the patterns that 

shaped those songs, the vinyl and CD editions promise to be gems as suited to the stereo as to the 

shelf above it. Masterminded by tattooing legend Thomas Hooper, the man who created all the 

band’s cover art since diin, this time he has been given free reins to design all the physical releases 

from scratch, and his art becomes as much a part of the experience as the music is. In addition, the 

visions of Bergen based photographer Francisco Munoz morph together with Hooper’s patterns, 
together making the whole absolute and complete.  

 

Musically, the band spent a year writing, recording, shaping, re-recording, developing vocals and 

re-recording again before entering the studio for the actual album recordings. Yet again recording in 

the renowned Duper and Solslottet studios in the Bergen Kjøtt creative complex, and yet again 

collaborating with Iver Sandøy, the band has reached the place they have been climbing towards for 

all these years. An album that is the perfect distillation of they are, as individuals, as a group and as 

story tellers.  

 

They even brought in some help to tell those stories. The album ends with a choir consisting of a 

select group of Bergen based musical veterans, while the opening track introduces the most rock n’ 
roll guitar solo, courtesy of one Phil Campbell of Motörhead fame.  

 

And there will be more visual representations for those willing to delve even deeper into the songs 

themselves, with several music videos lined up, telling the stories from slightly different angles, or 

even from completely flipped viewpoints, allowing the band to elaborate without giving everything 

away.  

 

So this is minus. Defying any attempted genre definition, this release covers the heavy, the subtle, 

the melodic, the atonal, the groovy, the absolutely ungroovy, the dense, the airy, the naked, and, 

always, always, that wall of sound where no light can escape before the singer stands there alone 

with his last story. There are guests, they bring glitz and rock n' roll as well as a grounding force 

towards the mountain core. There is beauty, and there is rotten decay, like a lush forested island in a 

lake of septic water. There are monsters and there are saints, and none of them reveal themselves, 

but if we allow ourselves to search we will find the cracks in the fabric and find a way to get close. 

 

It's a collection of contradictions, is what we're saying. It's a KRAKOW album. 

 

Tracklist: 

1: black wandering sun 

2: sirens 

3: the stranger 

4: from fire, from stone 

5: minus 

6: tidlaus 

 

- For fans of Motorpsycho, Neurosis, Enslaved, Ulver, Hawkwind, Mastodon. 

- Multiple video singles 

- Coverart by Thomas Hooper (Neurosis, Doomriders, Tombs, Converge) 

- Established live act from multiple european tours and festivals 

- European tour for 2018 to be announced 


